
World-Quality Products
You Can Trust

釀
natura l l y - b rewed

Since 1947, Tai Hua has used 

only premium natural ingredients 

and a 100% natural fermentation 

method to produce flavoursome, 

pure soy sauces that are popular 

not just in Singapore, but in over 

30 countries worldwide, including 

Asia, Africa, Europe, Middle East, 

Canada and USA. With stringent 

quality control and passion for 

excellence, our mission is to produce 

the finest soy sauce products that 

will find its way to every market 

with a Chinese or Asian community.

shannon
Sticky Note
Main mural split into 3 panels
(950 x 2380mm)



蒸
s t e a m

The balanced, smooth, rich flavour of Tai Hua
Seafood Soy Sauce goes beyond its saltiness 
and blends perfectly in any cuisines, especially 
steamed seafood. The low-in-sodium content 
also makes this soy sauce an ideal condiment 
for the health-conscious consumers.

shannon
Sticky Note
New flavours x 3 panels @
950 x 2380mm each(Steam, BBQ, Marinade)



烤
b a r b e c u e

The all-purpose Tai Hua Sushi & Sashimi Soy 
Sauce is naturally brewed, and aged for several 
months to develop its unique rich yet mellow 
flavours. The inviting aroma and distinctive 
reddish-brown colour are both part of this 
soy sauce’s distinctive characteristics.



腌
m a r i n a d e

Produced from quality oyster extract, the 
distinct aroma of our oyster sauce instantly 
enhances every cuisine. It brings to meat 
and poultry a palatable tenderness, without 
overpowering their flavours, and is also ideal 
for stir-fried vegetables and noodles.



炒
f r y

Created with convenience in mind and 
prepared from quality ingredients, authentic 
cuisines never look easier with our wide range 
of ready-to-cook sauces. From sweet to 
savoury to spicy, these sauces let you whip up 
meals that will truly excite every taste buds.

shannon
Sticky Note
3 Flavours from previous artworks re-sized to 950 x 2380mm each(Fry, Dip, Braise)



沾
d i p

Top quality soy sauce has just the right taste 
to complement the dishes it is cooked with. It 
doesn’t overwhelm the dish, but enhances all 
of its natural flavours. The purity and versatility 
of our soy sauces not only bring out the best in 
food, but also serve well as table condiments.



滷
b r a i s e

Prepared from naturally-brewed Tai Hua 
Premium Soy Sauce, our collection of braising 
sauces embodies the very essence of authentic 
Chinese stews and marinades, all in a bottle. 
They provide for easy stewing, braising and 
steaming of poultry, meat and seafood.




